JENKINS TRAINING

OVERVIEW

Jenkins Training —
Delivered by Jenkins Experts
Continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD) are fundamental best
practices of modern software development and Jenkins is the number one open
source platform used for CI and CD, worldwide. Jenkins can greatly enhance the
development, test, stage and build process, accelerating software delivery and
minimizing delays caused by lack of visibility.
Master Jenkins and Accelerate Your Team’s Development Process
The Mastering Continuous Integration with Jenkins course
is taught by Jenkins experts from select CloudBees
Ecosystem Partners. Instructors have extensive knowledge
about the use of Jenkins throughout the software
delivery process.
You will learn how to set up and optimize an effective
Jenkins environment that will reduce integration issues
and improve code quality. You will also discover how
Jenkins can act as a communications hub for your
development team.
Available course offerings are:

>> T wo-day course, classroom setting
>> O
 n-site training, available by special arrangement

The courses are modular, flexible and highly interactive,
with extensive hands-on examples. Students will walk
away with a solid understanding of how to implement a
Jenkins CI environment, including:
SETTING UP
a production-grade
Jenkins instance

INTEGRATING

ADMINISTERING

LEARNING ABOUT
enterprise functionality
to enhance Jenkins

Jenkins instances

Jenkins with
other tools

This course is recommended for: Beginner and intermediate
Java developers, software architects, technical project
managers, build managers and QA engineers.

For more information or to register:
CloudBees, Inc.

https://www.cloudbees.com/jenkins/training

289 South San Antonio Rd
Suite 200
Los Altos, CA 94022
United States
www.cloudbees.com
info@cloudbees.com
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